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Abstract The niche is a fundamental ecological concept that
underpins many explanations of patterns of biodiversity. The
complexity of niche processes in ecological systems, however, means that it is difficult to capture them accurately in
theoretical models of community assembly. In this study, we
build upon simple neutral biodiversity models by adding the
important ingredient of overlapping niche structure. Our model is spatially implicit and contains a fixed number of equalsized habitats. Each species in the metacommunity arises
through a speciation event; at which time, it is randomly
assigned a fundamental niche or set of environments/habitats
in which it can persist. Within each habitat, species compete
with other species that have different but overlapping fundamental niches. Species abundances then change through ecological drift; each, however, is constrained by its maximum
niche breadth and by the presence of other species in its
habitats. Using our model, we derive analytical expressions
for steady-state species abundance distributions, steady-state
distributions of niche breadth across individuals and across
species, and dynamic distributions of niche breadth across
species. With this framework, we identify the conditions that
produce the log-series species abundance distribution familiar
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from neutral models. We then identify how overlapping niche
structure can lead to other species abundance distributions
and, in particular, ask whether these new distributions differ
significantly from species abundance distributions predicted
by non-overlapping niche models. Finally, we extend our
analysis to consider additional distributions associated with
realized niche breadths. Overall, our results show that models
with overlapping niches can exhibit behavior similar to neutral
models, with the caveat that species with narrow fundamental
niche breadths will be very rare. If narrow-niche species are
common, it must be because they are in a non-overlapping
niche or have countervailing advantages over broad-niche
species. This result highlights the role that niches can play in
establishing demographic neutrality.
Keywords Niche overlap . Habitat heterogeneity .
Biodiversity . Species abundance distribution . Niche
breadth distribution . Neutral theory

Introduction
Predicting the diversity and abundance of species is a core
goal of ecology and has inspired a substantial body of work
over several decades. Recently, ecologists have struggled to
resolve two seemingly contradictory observations regarding
biodiversity. On the one hand, the ecological factors maintaining diversity are complex and encompass the influence of the
abiotic environment, interactions among species, and tradeoffs in the performance of species across environments
(Silvertown 2004; Holt 2009). On the other hand, in spite of
this complexity, simplified ecological models that assume that
species are similar (hereafter neutral models) provide surprisingly accurate predictions for the diversity and abundance
of species observed in some ecological communities (e.g.,
Hubbell 2001; Volkov et al. 2007; Azaele et al. 2006;
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O’Dwyer and Green 2010; Halley and Iwasa 2011; Etienne
2005; Rosindell et al. 2010). To resolve these seemingly
contradictory observations, we need a theoretically sound
understanding of how ecological complexities such as niche
structure alter the predictions generated by relatively simple
neutral models.
A long-standing hypothesis in ecology is that biodiversity
patterns are best explained as arising from linked effects of
resource specialization and habitat heterogeneity (Clausen
et al. 1940; MacArthur 1972; Tilman 1982; Chase and
Leibold 2003) or else predators and pathogens (McPeek
1996; Connell 1971). Within this view, the outcomes of
species interactions are usually taken as being dependent on species differences that influence biotic interactions.
Coexistence arises because niche mechanisms induce negative intraspecific density dependence: if one species becomes
rare, it will benefit from lower competition and tend to rebound; if a species becomes too common, it will suffer increased competition and decline. In contrast, neutral theory
assumes that all species are equivalent. As a result, the only
factor resulting in different outcomes for different species is
the inherent stochasticity in the system. Consequently, species
technically never coexist, but instead co-occur (Siepielski and
McPeek 2010) for varying periods of time, with the identities
of those species that do well or poorly being entirely dependent on random events. Thus, the predictions of neutral theory
are at the level of probabilistic distributions of species and
their abundances. Used in this capacity, neutral theory has
been strikingly successful.
Although neutral ecological models (Hubbell 1979, 2001;
Caswell 1976) assume that all species are identical, subsequent theory has demonstrated that more ecologically realistic
scenarios can also predict neutral-like patterns of diversity.
These include models that incorporate density dependence
directly by specifying a negative relationship between a species’ abundance and its per capita growth rate (Allouche and
Kadmon 2009; Haegeman and Etienne 2008; Volkov et al.
2005; Du et al. 2011) as well as more mechanistic models
where species exhibit trade-offs between demographic variables such as intrinsic per capita birth and death rates (Lin
et al. 2009; Allouche and Kadmon 2009; Volkov et al. 2005).
Likewise, models where each species is restricted to only one
habitat type and interacts only with other species in that
habitat type produce neutral patterns (Allouche and Kadmon
2009; Chisholm and Pacala 2010; Haegeman and Etienne
2011).
While these extensions of neutral theory are valuable, they
fail to capture one of the central hypotheses in classical
ecological theory; namely, that the abundance patterns we
observe in nature are the result of competition among species
with distinct but partially overlapping niches (Tilman 2004;
Clausen et al. 1940; MacArthur 1958; Sale 1977). As a result,
an important unresolved question is how interactions among

species with different environmental requirements will affect
the predictions of neutral models. To address this problem, we
develop an analytically tractable model of stochastic community dynamics where many habitats are available and individual species differ in terms of the types and numbers of habitats
in which they can persist. Using this model, we derive analytical expressions for species abundance distributions. We
then use these expressions to determine when a community
with overlapping niches exhibits species abundance distributions that are consistent with neutral predictions and when it
does not. In addition, when our overlapping niche model
deviates from neutral predictions, we ask whether these deviations are the same or different from those seen in nonoverlapping niche models (Chisholm and Pacala 2010).
Finally, because our model has increased structure associated
with overlapping niches, we are also able to derive expressions for fundamental niche breadth distributions and realized
niche breadth distributions. The results highlight one of the
theoretical justifications for why demographic neutrality
might be the expected outcome of community evolution under
some circumstances.

Methods
Basic model
We assume a spatially implicit metacommunity that is divided
into K equal-sized habitat types (referred to henceforth as
“habitats”). These habitats are abstract representations of real
habitats, which may differ on the basis of abiotic factors such
as soil composition and moisture level (e.g., Harms et al.
2001). We then consider a metacommunity composed of JM
individuals and S species on this landscape. We define the
fundamental niche of any of the S species as the spectrum of
different habitats in which that species can survive and assume
that this can encompass anywhere from 1 to hmax habitats,
where hmax is the maximum niche breadth of any species in
the metacommunity, and thus hmax ≤K. We impose an upper
limit on h in this way because, biologically, most species are
not adapted to all available habitats; low values of hmax
indicate that it is more difficult to adapt to multiple habitats.
This would be the case, for example, in systems with high
levels of abiotic variation across habitats. We denote by κ(h)
the probability that a newly originating species has fundamental niche breadth h, with the constraint that
K
X

κ ð hÞ ¼ 1

h¼1

For example, if hmax =K and κ(h)=1/K, then the probability
of a new species being able to persist in only one habitat is
equal to the probability of it being able to persist in two
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habitats, etc. In the general case, where hmax ≤K, we have, by
definition, κ(h)=0 for h>hmax. Because species can live in
more than one habitat, and because the set of habitats in which
a species can live can be different for each species, any pair of
species might share some habitats but not others. This effectively couples habitats together (i.e., creates overlapping
niches such that events in different habitats are no longer
independent). This is a key distinction between our model
and previously published non-overlapping niche models, in
which different habitats are uncoupled (Zillio and Condit
2007; Chisholm and Pacala 2010). We recover the nonoverlapping niche model in the following special case:

κ ð hÞ ¼

1;
0;

h¼1
h>1

We recover the neutral model in the following special case:

κ ð hÞ ¼

0;
1;

h< K
h¼K

We assume that individuals within the metacommunity die
at a fixed rate and that, when an individual dies, it is replaced
immediately by a birth or speciation event (i.e., the
metacommunity is zero-sum). Specifically, at each timestep,
a randomly selected individual in the metacommunity is
killed. Then, with probability 1−ν, the parent of a replacement
individual is drawn at random from the remaining individuals
in the metacommunity who can potentially survive in the
habitat corresponding to the vacated location. With probability ν≪1, the replacement individual is of a completely new
species (i.e., ν is the speciation probability). When speciation
occurs, the new species’ niche breadth, h, is determined by
the probability distribution, κ(h), and the new species’ h
habitats are chosen randomly from the K habitats in the
metacommunity. Notice that this formulation does not
allow any relationship between the niche breadth of a
parent and its offspring following a speciation event. A
logical alternative would be to assume that speciation
events always lead to new species with the same niche
breadth as their parent; however, this would introduce
additional analytical complexity.
Suppose that, at time t=0, the probability that a randomly
selected individual in the metacommunity has niche breadth h
is given by λM(h,0). Similarly, suppose that the probability
that an individual with niche breadth h can live in habitat j is
given by α(h,j,0). As species arise and go extinct through the
stochastic process described above, the distribution of niche
breadths will be given by λM(h,t), which is the probability that
a randomly selected individual at time t has niche breadth h.
Likewise, as species randomly acquire or are excluded from
openings in a particular habitat, the distribution of species
with niche breadth h capable of living in habitat j will be

given by α(h,j,t), which defines the probability that a randomly selected individual at time t with niche breadth h can
live in habitat j. Because λM(h,t) is a probability distribution,
we have:
K
X

λM ðh; t Þ ¼ 1

h¼1

Similarly, because all individuals with niche breadth h can
live in exactly h habitats, we have:
K
X

αðh; j; t Þ ¼ h

j¼1

Since all habitats have equal carrying capacities and our
model is zero-sum, the number of individuals living in any
given habitat is always fixed at JM/K. However, this is different from the number of individuals that can potentially live in
a given habitat—a quantity that can fluctuate and thus will
depend on both time and habitat identity. Defining ξj(t) as the
number of individuals in the metacommunity capable of living
in habitat j at time t, ξj(t) can be expressed in terms of λM(h,t)
and α(h,j,t) as

ξ j ðt Þ ¼ J M

K
X

λM ðh; t Þαðh; j; t Þ

ð1Þ

h¼1

Numerical simulations (Appendix 1) suggest that, in the
limit of high diversity (JMν→∞), ξj(t) is roughly constant, i.e.,
λM(h,t)≈〈λM(h)〉 and α(h,j,t)≈〈α(h)〉=h/K. This allows us to
approximate ξj(t) in the high-diversity limit as:
ξ j ðt Þ ≈ ξ M ¼ J M

K
X
hλM ðhÞih
K
h¼1

ð2Þ

In the low-diversity limit, numerical simulations suggest
that, while the average value of ξj(t) across habitats is still very
close to ξM , at any point in time, there may be substantial
variation in ξj between habitats. To see this, consider the
following example: suppose a community has K=3 habitats
and that hmax =2. For this scenario, we can intuitively expect
two species dividing the community roughly in half, with one
species dominating the first habitat, the other species dominating the second habitat, and both sharing the third habitat.
Indeed, this behavior is confirmed by numerical simulations.
This, however, implies ξ3 ≈ 2ξ1 ≈ 2ξ2, contrary to the assumption that ξj is equal across all habitats. In other words, the
dynamics of low-diversity systems are very different to those
of high-diversity systems. The low-diversity limit appears to
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require a different, non-symmetric mathematical approach
that can deal with the combinatorial problems that arise when
there are more habitats than species. In the remainder of this
manuscript, we focus on the high-diversity limit, noting that
this limits all of our results and conclusions to relatively
species-rich communities.
Species abundance distribution (SAD) To find an expression
for the SAD, we define the probabilities that a species in the
metacommunity with abundance n, niche breadth h, and living
in habitat j increases (bM(n,h,j;t)) or decreases (dM(n,h,j;t)) by
one in a given timestep as:

bM ðn; h; j; t Þ ¼




hJ M
hJ M
−n
−n
ð1−ν Þn
ð1−ν Þn
K
K
ð3Þ
≈
ξ j ðtÞ−1
JM
JM
ξM −1

≡ bM ðn; hÞ

d M ðn; h; j; t Þ ¼

n
JM

≈

n
JM

ð1−ν Þ

ð1−ν Þ

ξ j ðt Þ−n
þν
ξ j ðt Þ−1

the spatially implicit neutral model (e.g., Vallade and
Houchmandzadeh 2003), as expected.
Using a master equation approach (e.g., Vallade and
Houchmandzadeh 2003), we write the equilibrium distribution of the number of species with niche breadth h and
abundance n as
bM ði; hÞ
i¼0 d M ði þ 1; hÞ

n−1

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ ∏

ð5Þ

Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (5) and simplifying
gives:


hJM

þ
1
Γ
Γ ξM þ θ* − n
θ* K
K



hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ κðhÞ
hJM
nh
Γ ξM þ θ*
Γ
−n þ 1
K
ð6Þ

!
ð4Þ


ξM −n
þ ν ≡ d M ðn; hÞ
ξM −1

We also define the special case bM ð0; hÞ ¼ κðhÞv, which
allows speciation. In Eqs. (3) and (4), we have used our
asymptotic approximation for ξj(t) from (2) to simplify our
expressions for bM and dM. In doing so, we ignore both
temporal and between-habitat variation in the number of individuals capable of colonizing habitat j. However, our approximation still accounts for the fact that the potential parent of a
recruit to habitat j may come from a habitat other than habitat
j. We are merely assuming that the number of potential parents
is constant in time and across habitats which, as noted above
(and see Appendix 1), appears to hold in the high-diversity
limit (JMν→∞). We check the validity of the approximations
in (3) and (4) by comparing our analytical SAD expression to
simulation results (see Appendix 1). The first factor in Eq. (3)
is the probability that the individual killed in a single timestep
is in the focal species’ niche but is not a member of the
focal species, and the second factor is the probability
that the replacement individual is of the focal species.
Similarly, in Eq. (4), the first factor is the probability
that the individual killed is of the focal species, and the
second factor is the probability that the replacement
individual is not of the focal species. Notice that if h=K
(in which case the relationship ξ j ðt Þ ¼ ξM ¼ J M is exact),
the probabilities in Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce to those of

where Γ(x) is the gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun

1972) and θ ¼ ξM −1 ν=ð1−ν Þ. Again, the only approximation made in deriving Eq. (6) is that ξ j ðt Þ ¼ ξM , i.e., that the
number of individuals in the community capable of
living in a given habitat is constant in time and the same
for all habitats. In the special case that there is a uniform
distribution of niche breadths at speciation, κ(h) = 1/hmax,
we can approximate this as ξM ≈ JKM ðhmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν Þ (see
Eq. (29) in Appendix 2). Alternately, in the special
case that all species arise with equal niche breadths at

1 h ¼ hS
speciation, κðhÞ ¼
, we can approximate this
0 h ≠ hS
as ξM ≈ JKM hS (see Eq. (31) in Appendix 2). Again, we use
numerical simulations to demonstrate that expression (6) is
accurate in high-diversity systems (Appendix 1).
In the limit of large JM, the right-hand side of (6) is
asymptotic to a log-series (see Appendix 2), so we have:

ξ νK
J M ð1−ν Þh

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ κðhÞ M
nhð1−ν Þ K ξM −ν

!n
ð7Þ

Total metacommunity species abundance distributions
(Fig. 1) can be calculated explicitly from Eq. (6) or (7) as

hϕM ðnÞi ¼

hmax
X
h¼1

hϕM ðn; hÞi

ð8Þ
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a.

b.

number of species

non-overlapping: Kno = 4
overlapping: K = 8, hmax= hS = 2

8

6

4

number of species

20
10

non-overlapping: Kno = 2
overlapping: K = 8, hmax= hS = 4
15

10

5

2

0

0

0

16

512

16384

524288

0

16

abundance

512

16384

524288

abundance

c.

d.
non-overlapping: Kno = 8
overlapping: K = 16, hmax= hS = 2

number of species

8

6

4

number of species

40
10

non-overlapping: Kno = 2
overlapping: K = 16, hmax= hS = 8
30

20

10

2

0

0

0

16

512

16384

524288

abundance

×

0

16

512

16384

524288

abundance

×

Fig. 1 Theoretical SADs for the basic model, using Preston binning for
metacommunities with JM =106 individuals and a per capita speciation
rate of νmax =5×10−6. Each panel compares SADs from the neutral model
(solid gray), the non-overlapping niche model (solid black line, x’s), the
overlapping niche model with a uniform distribution of niche breadths at

speciation (solid black line, small closed circles), and the overlapping
niche model with a single niche breadth at speciation (solid black line,
large open circles). a, b Communities with K=8 habitats in the overlapping niche model. c, d Communities with K=16 habitats in the overlapping niche model

Equations (6) through (8) define the SAD arising from our
overlapping niche model. (For a discussion of local community SADs, see Appendices 2 and 3).

to study as a result of our overlapping niche framework.
First, we focus on the niche breadth distribution by
individuals, 〈λM(h)〉, which was used above to define
ξM . Beyond aiding in the formulation of ξM , 〈λM(h)〉 is
interesting because it shows how variation in niche
breadth relates to variation in fitness (as measured by
the mean abundance of species with niche breadth h at

Fundamental niche breadth distribution by individuals In
addition to the metacommunity SAD, we consider a
number of other distributions that are made amenable
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the speciation–extinction equilibrium). As in our derivation of the SAD, we find an expression for 〈λM(h)〉
under the assumption that there is a uniform distribution

hλM ðhÞi ≈

8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>

>
>
>
>
: 1− 1 þ

ð1−ν Þ þ

of niche breadths at speciation, κ(h) = 1/hmax. In this
case, and in the limit of large JM, 〈λM(h)〉 is given by
(Appendix 3):

ν

hmax
1−ν
1þ
ðhmax −hÞ
  ν

for h < hmax

 ν 
ν
ν 
−ψ0 −
ν ψ0 1−hmax −
hmax ð1−ν Þ
1−ν
1−ν

where ψ0 is the digamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun
1972).
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by species Another
distribution of interest is the probability, 〈ςM(h)〉, that a
randomly selected species (rather than a randomly selected individual, as for 〈λM(h)〉) at the speciation–extinction equilibrium will have niche breadth h. In the
limit of large JM and, again, under the assumption that
there is a uniform distribution of niche breadths at speciation
(κ(h)=1/hmax), we find the following expression for 〈ςM(h)〉
(see Appendix 3):


ðhmax −hÞð1−ν Þ þ ν
ln
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν


h ς M ð hÞ i ≈
ðhmax −iÞð1−ν Þ þ ν
Xhmax ln
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
h i¼1
i

ð10Þ


hmax þ 1
hmax −b
hþ1
D  E
bh
bς M b
h
≈
b
hð1 þ hmax Þ

for h ¼ hmax

at any given time. Denoting the realized niche breadth
of a species b
h, the probability that a species has realized
niche breadth b
h ¼ bi given that it has abundance n=k and
fundamental niche breadth h = i is equivalent to the
probability that bi different habitats will be represented
if we draw k independent habitats, from a choice of i
habitats at each draw (notice that this relies on the
spatially implicit nature of the model, which means that
the habitat identities of all individuals of the species are
independent of one another in the large-habitat-size limit).
This is a classical occupancy problem (Holst 1986), which has
the following solution:
!k
 
bi



  X
bi−l
b
i
i
l
P b
h ¼ bi n ¼ k; h ¼ i ≡ q bi; i; k e b
ð−1Þ
i l¼0
i
l
   
i bi!
¼ b k S k;bi
i i

(11)

“Realized” niche breadth distribution by species Thus far,
we have only considered what one might call “fundamental niche breadth distributions”—i.e., distributions
reflecting the number of habitats that an individual or
species could potentially live in. Also of interest is the
distribution of “realized niche breadths,” i.e., the number of habitats that a particular species actually lives in



ð9Þ

where S(k,j) is a Stirling number of the second kind, and
Eq. (11) is written as an asymptotic because it applies only
in the large-habitat-size (large JM/K)D limit.
 The
E “realized”
niche breadth distribution by species, bς M b
h , which gives
the probability that a randomly selected species has realized
niche breadth b
h, is then given by the following approximation
(see Appendix 3):


0
1
 
hmax −b
h þ h ð1−ν Þ þ ν
b
@
Að−1Þh h
ln
h¼0
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
h


Xhmax 1
ðhmax −hÞð1−ν Þ þ ν
ln
h¼1 h
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν

 Xbh

ð12Þ
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Trade-off model

approximated as constant in time and the same across all habitats.

For the model described in the previous section, specialist
species with h<hmax are at a disadvantage compared to their
generalist competitors, because they are limited to a smaller
portion of the metacommunity (see “Results,” below). This
disadvantage can be compensated for, however, if there is a
specialist–generalist trade-off (McPeek 1996). To consider
this possibility, we build a model where fecundity varies
across the specialist–generalist spectrum such that generalist
species have lower fecundity and specialist species have
higher fecundity. The resulting “trade-off” model is identical
to the basic model, except for its assumptions regarding recruitment. Specifically, we assume that, when an individual is killed and replacement occurs without speciation,
the replacement individual is randomly drawn from a seed
pool that reflects not only the species composition of the
metacommunity but also variable propagule pressure (i.e.,
number of seeds per individual or fecundity). As a consequence, narrow-niche species can compensate for their niche
disadvantage by contributing a larger number of seeds to the
seed pool.
SAD For the trade-off model, we define the probabilities that a
species in the metacommunity with abundance n, niche
breadth h, and living in habitat j increases (bF (n,h,j;t)) or
decreases (dF (n,h,j;t)) by one in a given timestep as:

b F ðn; h; j; t Þ ¼

hJM
−n
K
JM


≈


ð1−ν Þ f ðhÞn
ζ j ðt Þ−gðh; nÞ

ð13Þ


hJM
−n
ð1−ν Þ f ðhÞn
K
≡ b F ðn; hÞ
JM
ζ F −gðh; nÞ

n
d F ðn; h; j; t Þ ¼
JM
n
≈
JM

(

ζ j ðt Þ− f ðhÞn
þν
ð1−ν Þ
ζ j ðt Þ− f ðhÞ



)
ð14Þ


ζ F −f ðhÞn
ð1−ν Þ
þ ν ≡ d F ðn; hÞ
ζ F −f ðhÞ

where f(h) is the propagule pressure (i.e., fecundity) of a species
with niche breadth h, while ζj(t) is the number of seeds in the seed
pool capable of recruiting to habitat j at time t. We also define the
special case b F ð0; hÞ ¼ bM ð0; hÞ ¼ κðhÞv, which allows speciation in a manner identical to the basic model. As in the
derivation of the basic model, we assume that ζj(t) can be

Thus, ζ F ¼

JM
K

K

∑ hf ðhÞhλM ðhÞi , which corresponds to ζM
h¼1

in the original model, but is now corrected for propagule pressure.
∑K f ð jÞhλM ð jÞi J M − f ðhÞn
In Eq. (13), gðh; nÞ ¼ j¼1
is the average
J M −n
propagule pressure associated with an individual that dies and
is replaced by the focal species (the species that dies cannot be
the focal species itself, since a death and replacement by the
focal species would lead to no net change in the number of
individuals of the focal species). Following a similar derivation to Eq. (6), the equilibrium distribution of the number of
species with niche breadth h and abundance n becomes (see
Appendix 6)
!

*
ζ
þ
θ
hJ
F
f
M
þ1 Γ
−n
Kθ*f κðhÞΓ
K
f ð hÞ
! ð15Þ
hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈


ζ F þ θ*f
hJ M
hnf ðhÞΓ
−n þ 1 Γ
K
f ð hÞ


ν ðζ − f ðhÞÞ
≈
where we have used the approximation θ f ðhÞ ¼ F1−ν
νζ F

≡
θ
.
Similar
to
Eq.
(6),
the
only
other
approximation
f
1−ν
that we have made in deriving Eq. (15) is that ζ j ðt Þ ≈ ζ F , i.e.,
that the number of propagules capable of living in a given
habitat is constant in time and the same for all habitats. Total
metacommunity species abundances (Fig. 4) follow from
Eq. (15) in combination with Eq. (8). Again, in the limit of
large JM, the r.h.s. of Eq. (15) is asymptotic to a log-series (see
Appendix 6).

Niche breadth distributions As in the basic model, we again
consider niche breadth distributions by individuals (i.e., the
probability that a randomly selected individual will have niche
breadth h) and by species (i.e., the probability that a randomly
selected species will have niche breadth h). In the limit of large
JM and assuming a uniform distribution of niche breadths at
speciation, κ(h)=1/hmax, the trade-off model predicts that both
the fundamental niche breadth distribution by individuals,
〈λM(h)〉, and the fundamental niche breadth distribution by
species, 〈ςM(h)〉, are given by (see Appendix 6)
hλM ðhÞi ¼ hς M ðhÞi ¼ 1=hmax

ð16Þ

In contrast, the realized niche breadth distribution by species is given by (see Appendix 6)
D

 E
ςbM b
h; h ≈

1
hmax lnðν Þ

!!
 
 X
bh
b
h−l
h
l b
h
ð
−1
Þ
ln
1−
ð
1−ν
Þ
hb l¼0
h
l

ð17Þ
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Results
Basic model
SAD Using Eqs. (6) through (8) for the metacommunity SAD,
we ask two different questions. First, how do predictions from
the overlapping niche model compare to predictions from the
neutral model? Second, how do predictions from the overlapping niche model compare to predictions from the nonoverlapping niche model? Figure 1 compares SADs from the
neutral model, the non-overlapping niche model, the overlapping niche model with a uniform distribution of niche breadths
at speciation, κ(h)=1/hmax, and the overlapping niche model

1 h ¼ hS
with a single niche breadth at speciation, κðhÞ ¼
.
0 h ≠ hS
For the non-overlapping niche model, we assume Kno =K/hS
equal-sized habitats, where Kno is the number of habitats in the
non-overlapping niche model and K is the number of habitats in
the corresponding overlapping niche model. The relationship
Kno =K/hS ensures that species have the same carrying capacity
in the two models. So, for example, if the overlapping niche
model is defined by K=16 and hs =2, then the corresponding
non-overlapping niche model is defined by Kno =8, and for JM =
106, each species has a carrying capacity of JM/K=125,000. For
the overlapping niche model with a uniform distribution of niche
breadths at speciation, we assume ν=νmaxhmax; for the neutral
model, the non-overlapping niche model and the overlapping
niche model with speciation into a single niche breadth, we
assume ν=νmax. This ensures that all models have the same
rate of speciation, νmax, into the class of species with maximum
niche breadth, which allows fair comparison between model
predictions.
From Fig. 1, it is clear that all niche models can potentially
yield SADs that differ significantly from the neutral model.
This is particularly true when species are restricted to a small
number of habitats (i.e., hmax =hs =2, see Fig. 1a, c), in which
case niche models predict a “spike” at intermediate species
abundances that is not observed in the neutral model. This
spike is a result of niches restricting species abundances to
levels below what would occur in a fully open metacommunity
(i.e., where the only restriction is that species abundances be
below JM). Notice that the spike becomes accentuated when K
is large (compare Fig. 1a, c). This is because a species with
niche breadth h is restricted to n<JMh/K. Thus, all else being
equal, niche restrictions are more severe when K is large.
Differences between the three niche models in Fig. 1 are
much less obvious. In fact, SADs predicted by the nonoverlapping niche model and the overlapping niche model with

1 h ¼ hS
a single niche breadth at speciation, κðhÞ ¼
,
0
h ≠ hS
are identical in the high-diversity limit (see Appendix 2, Eqs. (32)
and (34)). There is, however, one key difference between SADs
predicted by the overlapping niche model with a uniform niche

breadth distribution at speciation, κ(h)=1/hmax, and either of the
other two niche models—the overlapping niche model with a
uniform niche breadth distribution at speciation predicts a large
“tail” of rare species that becomes increasingly more dramatic
with larger maximum niche breadths (compare Fig. 1a or c with
Fig. 1b or d). This large tail is primarily comprised of species
with h<hmax. It is more exaggerated in systems with large hmax
because a larger maximum niche breadth results in an increased
number of niche breadth classes with h<hmax and, accordingly,
greater speciation into classes with h<hmax. Ultimately, however, these narrow-niche species cannot compete with the most
generalist species and are maintained only through a speciation–
extinction equilibrium. Higher levels of speciation into these
classes result in a fatter tail of rare species. Nevertheless, this tail
is largely restricted to species with abundance n≤32. For example, in Fig. 1d, the overlapping niche model with uniform niche
breadth at speciation has overall 87 % higher species diversity as
compared to the other two niche models. However, all of this
additional species diversity can be accounted for by species with
n≤32. Thus, while the differences in Fig. 1 look dramatic, these
differences represent rare species that would be difficult to
observe in field data.
Although empirically difficult to detect, the large number of
exceedingly rare species in SADs with a uniform niche breadth
distribution at speciation does point to one of the fundamental
differences between the overlapping and non-overlapping niche
models: in the non-overlapping niche model, all competing
species have identical carrying capacities. Indeed, even when
habitat sizes vary, species in the non-overlapping niche model
compete only with other individuals restricted to the same
habitat and thus to the same carrying capacity. This is not true
of the overlapping niche model with speciation into a distribution of niche breadths. In this case, species with h<hmax have
lower carrying capacities than at least some of their competitors.
This puts species with a narrow-niche breadth at a greater
disadvantage and, as a result, we find that these species are
underrepresented in the community. Importantly, while the
distribution of speciation events into different carrying capacities (equivalent to niche breadths) is defined by κ(h) in our
model, the resulting distribution of individuals and/or species
restricted to different carrying capacities arises naturally as a
prediction of the model. This is a unique feature of the overlapping niche model and we consider it next.
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by individuals Graphing
Eq. (9) shows that, for realistic parameter values, almost all
individuals in the equilibrium metacommunity have niche
breadth h m a x (Fig. 2), i.e., are generalist species.
Qualitatively, this result is robust to different distributions of
κ(h) with non-zero speciation into each class. Only if the
production of low-h species through speciation is much higher
than the production of high-h species do the low-h species
appear in any substantial numbers at equilibrium. Because
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Fig. 2 Proportion of individuals in the steady-state metacommunity that
are generalists (h=hmax) in the overlapping niche model, as calculated
from Eq. (9) for different values of the speciation rate (ν; horizontal axis).
The niche breadth of a new species is governed by a uniform distribution:
κ(h)=1/hmax. Note that for realistic speciation rates (towards the left of the
chart and beyond), specialists (i.e., h<hmax) are vanishingly rare

Eq. (9) is approximate, we check its validity by comparison to
simulation results (see Appendix 4). This comparison indicates that approximations used to derive Eq. (9) are valid.
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by species Graphing
Eq. (10) shows that, in contrast to the previous result showing
that almost all individuals have niche breadth h=hmax (Fig. 2),
a substantial number of species have niche breadth h<hmax
(Fig. 3a). While this may, at first, seem contradictory, it is easily
understood by the fact that there are large numbers of specialist
species represented by one or a handful of individuals. Though
these species do not contribute substantially to the individual
count, they form a significant fraction of the species count.
Again, because Eq. (10) is approximate, we check its validity
by comparison to simulation results (see Appendix 4). This
comparison indicates that our approximation works well for the
scenarios that we consider.

Fig. 3 Niche breadth distributions for the basic model with κ(h)=1/hmax.
a Fundamental (Eq. (10)) and b realized (Eq. (12)) niche breadth distributions by species in a steady-state metacommunity with hmax =8 and
assuming the limit of large JM. Speciation rate ν varies along the

“Realized” niche breadth distribution by species Graphing
Eq. (12) shows that, for high speciation rates (i.e., towards the
right of Fig. 3b), the majority of species have a realized niche
breadth of one, whereas for low speciation rates (i.e., towards
the left of Fig. 3b), the realized niche breadth distribution is
bimodal, with species either limited to a single habitat or else
present in all habitats available to them. The abundance of
species at b
h ¼ 1 , both in the case of high and low speciation
rates, is a result of speciation and the constant influx of new
species that exist in a single niche. Rarely, however, do these
species move beyond b
h ¼ 1 without becoming extremely
successful and thus appearing across all habitats within their
niche. Again, because Eq. (12) is approximate, we check its
validity by comparison to simulation results (see Appendix 4).
Once again, this indicates that our approximation is valid.
In the asymptotic limit as ν→0 in Eq. (12) we find that, in the
absence of speciation, the distribution of realized niche breadths is
(
D  E
b
b
bς M h ¼ 1 h ¼ hmax
0 bh < hmax
Thus, without speciation, the realized niche of all surviving
species is actually their fundamental niche as well, provided
that JM is sufficiently large, as the approximations above assume. This conclusion is also supported by a time-dependent
analysis of our overlapping niche model (see Appendix 5).
Trade-off model
SAD Using Eqs. (15) and (8) for the metacommunity SAD,
we ask how predictions from the overlapping niche model
with a specialist–generalist fecundity trade-off compare to
predictions from both the overlapping niche model without
trade-offs and the neutral model. Figure 4 compares SADs
from the neutral model and the overlapping niche models with

horizontal axis. For a given speciation rate, the vertical spacing between
the lines gives the niche breadth distribution of species. The farther apart
the lines, the more species that have the corresponding niche breadth
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and without a trade-off. For the overlapping niche models, we
assume a uniform distribution of niche breadths at speciation,
thus κ(h)=1/hmax. For the specialist–generalist fecundity tradeoff, we assume that f(h)h=hmax and that f(hmax)=1 (see
Appendix 6). This results in perfect compensation between
fecundity and niche breadth limitation. For the overlapping
niche model without trade-offs, we assume ν=νmaxhmax; for
the neutral model and the overlapping niche model with a

a.

b.
20

K = 8, hmax = 2
number of species

10

number of species

specialist–generalist fecundity trade-off, we assume ν=νmax.
Again, this is done to allow fair comparison of the three models.
From Fig. 4, it is clear that the existence of a specialist–
generalist trade-off eliminates the large tail of rare species that
is present in the overlapping niche model without trade-offs.
This makes intuitive sense—because the specialist–generalist
trade-off equalizes species with different niche breadths, speciation events no longer give rise to large numbers of rare,
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Fig. 4 Theoretical SADs using Preston binning for metacommunities with
JM =106 individuals and a per capita speciation rate of νmax =5×10−6.
Each panel compares SADs from the neutral model (solid gray), the basic
(i.e., no trade-off) overlapping niche model (solid black line, closed
circles), and the overlapping niche model with a specialist–generalist
trade-off (solid black line, open circles). For both overlapping niche

models, we assume a uniform distribution of niche breadths at speciation,
κ(h)=1/hmax. The specialist–generalist trade-off is enforced by setting
f (h)=hmax/h. a, b Communities with K=8 habitats in the overlapping
niche model. c, d Communities with
K=16 habitats in the overlapping niche model
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There is a vast ecological literature cataloging species differences and niche mechanisms that operate in ecosystems across
the world (Levine and HilleRisLambers 2009; Wright 2002b;
Chesson 2000; e.g., Hutchinson 1959). On the face of it, the
prevalence of these niche mechanisms conflicts with the

observation that patterns of diversity often look as though
they have been generated by random, neutral processes
(Adler et al. 2007; Gravel et al. 2006). In this paper, we have
helped to resolve the contradiction by incorporating key niche
mechanisms from classical ecology into a stochastic framework.
To do this, we considered an asymmetric model in which species
have distinct but overlapping environmental requirements (these
could be interpreted as defining, for example, mesic versus xeric
species; see also Harms et al. (2001) for a niche classification of
Barro Colorado Island tree species) and differing niche breadths
(i.e., generalist versus specialist species).
We found that neutral predictions of species abundance
distributions are robust to this niche structure when habitat
heterogeneity is low (in accordance with Chisholm and Pacala
2010) and average niche breadth across all species is high.
Deviations from neutrality that do occur are the result of two
processes: (1) the continual input of new species at low
abundances, many of which are less fit and rapidly go extinct,
and (2) niche constraints that limit the most abundant species
to population sizes significantly smaller than would be possible under neutral assumptions. The former deviation, which
would be difficult to observe in field data (because it affects
only very rare species), is unique to the overlapping niche
framework. It is a result of competition between species with
different niche breadths and hence different fitnesses and
occurs only when there is a distribution of niche breadths at
speciation. That differences in species niche requirements can,
through the process of selection, lead to neutral demographics
is an overlooked argument in the niche-neutral debate (see
further discussion below). Deviations from neutrality driven
by niche constraints, which would be observable in systems
with strong habitat heterogeneity, are common to both overlapping and non-overlapping niche frameworks and have the
same effects in each, although the presence of a generalist–
specialist trade-off can make these effects more apparent.

Fig. 5 Niche breadth distributions for the trade-off model with
κ(h)=1/hmax. a Fundamental (Eq. (16)) and b realized (Eq. (17))
niche breadth distributions by species in a steady-state metacommunity
with hmax =8 and assuming the limit of large JM. Speciation rate ν varies

along the horizontal axis. For a given speciation rate, the vertical spacing
between the lines gives the niche breadth distribution of species. The
farther apart the lines, the more species that have the corresponding niche
breadth

uncompetitive species that formed the fat tail in the basic
model. At the same time, however, the presence of trade-offs
results in a larger “spike” deviation from neutral predictions at
intermediate species abundances. Indeed, spikes are observed
for all values of hmax in Fig. 4. Again, these deviations are the
result of niches restricting species abundances to levels below
what would occur in a fully open metacommunity. The reason
they are more severe in the trade-off model is because species
with stronger niche restrictions (h<hmax) are now competitive.
Despite being competitive, however, their abundances are still
strongly constrained. For example, a species with h=1 has a
maximum abundance of n<JM/K, which is a factor of K
smaller than the maximum abundance possible (though never
attained) in the neutral model. Strong restrictions on the abundances of species with h<hmax result in larger spike deviations
in systems where these species can persist.
Niche breadth distributions Graphing Eqs. (16) and (17)
shows that, as expected, the model with a specialist–generalist
trade-off results in more equal distributions of species across
niche breadth classes (see Fig. 5). Indeed, the fundamental
niche breadth distribution by species is perfectly even across
all niche breadth classes. The realized niche breadth distribution by species, on the other hand, is slightly skewed towards
lower niche breadths. This is a result of speciation and the
constant influx of new species that exist in a single niche.

Discussion
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A key insight from our model is that neutral drift is
constrained not by the number of unique habitats, K, directly
but by the relative niche breadth of the individual species (h/K).
Even when the number of unique habitats is high and the number
of potential habitat combinations much greater than the number
of species, neutral patterns may still be observed. This is because
niche overlap allows multiple unique habitat combinations (i.e.,
allows species to differ) without imposing strong restrictions on
species abundances (i.e., without restricting n≪JM). As a result,
species are allowed to drift relative to one another, as they would
in a purely neutral model. This is in contrast to a non-overlapping
niche model (Chisholm and Pacala 2010, 2011; Zillio and Condit
2007), where the number of different habitats directly determines
niche size and hence the degree to which species abundances are
constrained. More specifically, in the non-overlapping niche
model, a large number of habitats induce strong non-neutral
signatures in SADs; in our overlapping niche model, this does
not occur. This may explain why neutral patterns can be observed
even in systems with apparently high habitat heterogeneity.
Another insight from our model is that near-neutral systems
can emerge from strong selective processes. Our result is a
special case of a general argument for why species in diverse
communities might be expected to be demographically equivalent (i.e., have similar chances of increasing or decreasing in
population size). Large deviations from equivalence would
lead to the disfavored species going extinct, meaning that
most species existing in the long term need to be close to
demographically equivalent. For systems, like ours, where
species differences are defined by niches, this imposes a
symmetry requirement on species’ carrying capacities (i.e.,
species with asymmetric carrying capacities cannot coexist).
The straightforward selective argument and its ultimate restriction on demographic variation across a community are
often overlooked in discussions of the neutrality assumption
(e.g., Clark 2012; 2009; Rosindell et al. 2012) but can reconcile
some of the contention associated with neutral theory perspectives. Specifically, demographic equivalence as a result of
selection does not imply functional equivalence, as species
might do entirely different things to achieve the same per capita
birth and death rates (e.g., in our model, each of the species
might occupy a distinct set of habitats despite having the same
niche breadth). A similar point is made most recently in Clark
(2012) but apparently to argue against neutrality as a theoretical
principle. While we agree with Clark that demographic neutrality does not imply absence of any species differences, we view
neutrality as more than simply an expression of ignorance about
mechanisms: neutral theory is the hypothesis that many patterns
of biodiversity are primarily driven by the fundamental processes of drift, dispersal, and speciation (Vellend 2010) and that,
regardless of their particular biological and ecological properties, most species perform similarly in these processes.
One implication of demographic equivalence that arises from
our overlapping niche model is that specialist species, i.e., those

with narrower niche breadths than other species in their community, must either (i) be very rare; or (ii) live partly in a habitat
where generalists cannot survive, i.e., there is a non-overlapping
component to niche space; or (iii) have countervailing advantages, such as higher fecundity or survival, i.e., there is a trade-off
between niche breadth and life history parameters. In keeping
with these expectations, we find that incorporating a fecundity
trade-off into our model can equalize the fitness of the specialists.
Interestingly, while this results in increased demographic equivalency among species, it actually leads to greater deviations from
log-series abundance distributions (compare the size of the
“spikes” for the trade-off model versus the basic model with no
trade-off in Fig. 4). This increased deviation occurs because
trade-offs enable persistence of a larger number of narrowniche species that, by definition of their niche, are restricted to
abundances well below what would occur in a purely neutral
system or even an overlapping niche system where only the
broadest niched species persist at detectable abundances. The
conclusion that specialist species must have countervailing advantages to compensate for their narrow-niche breadth is intuitive
ecologically and ties in with a long history of theoretical studies
on trade-off-mediated coexistence (Levins and Culver 1971;
Muller-Landau 2010; Wright 2002a).
Our study concurs with previous work suggesting that, although neutral processes (drift, dispersal, and speciation) may
drive some patterns of diversity at some scales, neutral patterns
are compatible with real niche differences between species
(Chisholm and Pacala 2010; Purves and Pacala 2005; Allouche
and Kadmon 2009; Chave 2004). We also make novel predictions. We show that neutral patterns in niche-structured communities are more likely when niches are, on average, sufficiently
broad and overlapping. One corollary of this is that in tropical
forests, coral reefs, and other systems (Volkov et al. 2007;
Muneepeerakul et al. 2008; Latimer et al. 2005; Harpole and
Tilman 2006) for which neutral predictions are upheld, our
model suggests that the majority of species may be broad-niche
generalists. The converse of this is that non-neutral patterns of
biodiversity (e.g., Fuller et al. 2005) could imply a preponderance
of narrow-niche specialists (i.e., a small hmax), or else a trade-off
mechanism that allows narrow-niche specialists to maintain demographic equivalence with broad-niche generalists. A priority
for future research is to extend our analysis and test the robustness of our conclusions to models with continuous, rather than
discrete niche space, models where niches are envisioned as
contiguous habitats along an environmental axis, models where
niche breadth at speciation is conditioned on parental niche
breadth, and models where additional types of trade-offs allow
for coexistence between broad- and narrow-niche species.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Numerical simulations of metacommunity SAD
We ran numerical simulations to assess the accuracy of the
approximation made in the derivation of Eq. (6) for the
metacommunity SAD. First, we verified the approximation
that ξj, the number of individuals potentially capable of living
in a particular habitat, is roughly constant and equal to ξ M (see
Appendix 2, Eq. (29)) and found this to hold (Fig. 6 shows this
for just one set of parameter values). We then ran SAD simulations (Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10). We parameterized these with a
ν
composite parameter ν max ¼ hmax
, which describes the rate at
which species of maximum niche breadth arise. Each simulation
was repeated 50 times, and results were averaged over the
simulations. The simulations confirm that our approximation is
generally good but that deviations occur at low diversity (e.g.,
Fig. 7). Further simulations at lower diversity (not shown) confirmed that the deviations from the theoretical approximation in
Eq. (6) occur because the number of individuals in the community able to survive in a given habitat (ξj) varies across habitats in
these scenarios.

equilibrium is (following Vallade and Houchmandzadeh
2003):
n−1

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ ∏

i¼0

bM ði; hÞ
d M ði þ 1; hÞ

ð18Þ

Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) from the main text into
Eq. (18), we find
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ν
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Simplifying gives
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Appendix 2: Basic model SADs

ð20Þ

Metacommunity SADs
The expression for the expected number of species with
abundance n and niche breadth h in the metacommunity at


where θ ¼ ξ M −1 ν=ð1−ν Þ . Equation (20) is Eq. (6) in the
main text. Taking the limit of large JM, Eq. (20) reduces to
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Fig. 6 The number of individuals ξj potentially capable of living in a
particular habitat in a simulation with K=4, hmax =4, JM =10,000, νmax =
0.005, and κ(h)=1/4. Results are averaged across 50 repeats of the same
simulation. The left panel shows the mean value of ξj across all K=4

Fig. 7 SADs for the theoretical
neutral model (thick gray lines)
and the basic theoretical (thin
black line, open circles) and
simulated (thin black line, closed
circles) overlapping niche models
assuming a uniform distribution
of niche breadths at speciation.
Simulation results are presented
as averages over 50 trials.
Parameters are K=4, JM =10,000,
and νmax =0.0005. Values of hmax
vary across panels: a hmax =1, b
hmax =2, c hmax =3, d hmax =4

habitats (black) along with a 95 % confidence interval (gray). The red line
is the theoretical value of ξM (see Appendix 2, Eq. (29)). The right panel
shows the coefficient of variation of ξj across all K=4 habitats (black),
along with a 95 % confidence interval (gray)
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Fig. 8 SADs for the theoretical
neutral model (thick gray lines)
and the basic theoretical (thin
black line, open circles) and
simulated (thin black line, closed
circles) overlapping niche models
assuming a uniform distribution
of niche breadths at speciation.
Simulation results are presented
as averages over 50 trials.
Parameters are K=4, JM =10,000,
and νmax =0.005. Values of hmax
vary across panels: a hmax =1, b
hmax =2, c hmax =3, d hmax =4

which is Fisher’s log-series distribution and is Eq. (7) in the
main text. For Eq. (21) to behave sensibly, we require:
J M ð1−ν Þhmax
 <1
K ξM −ν

ð22Þ

where the second inequality follows from the fact that 〈λM(h)〉
is a probability distribution. Dividing through by JM/K and
rearranging gives


K
hmax þ ν
−hmax
JM


<

K
X

hλM ðhÞih ≤ hmax

ð25Þ

h¼1

Rearranging Eq. (22) gives
J M ð1−ν Þhmax
þ ν < ξM
K

ð23Þ

Following Eq. (2) in the main text, Eq. (23) can be
rewritten
K
X
J M ð1−ν Þhmax
hmax
hλM ðhÞih
≤ JM
þ ν < JM
K
K
K
h¼1

ð24Þ

Note that JKM −hmax < 0 (for large JM, there will always be
at least one individual per habitat) and ν is very small, so that
the summation term in Eq. (25) is restricted to a narrow
range of values. The condition is satisfied for hλM ðhÞi ¼

1 h ¼ hmax
or for extremely small perturbations of this.
0 h < hmax
In practice, this means that Eq. (22) is only sensibly defined if
the suite of species with the broadest niche breadth almost
completely dominate the system at equilibrium. This fact will
be used in the derivations that follow.
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Fig. 9 SADs for the theoretical
neutral model (thick gray lines)
and the basic theoretical (thin
black line, open circles) and
simulated (thin black line, closed
circles) overlapping niche models
assuming a uniform distribution
of niche breadths at speciation.
Simulation results are presented
as averages over 50 trials.
Parameters are K=16, JM =10,
000, and νmax =0.0005. Values of
hmax vary across panels: a hmax =
1, b hmax =6, c hmax =11, d hmax =
16

From Eq. (21) and the definition of 〈λM(h)〉, (the probability that a randomly selected individual has niche breadth h at
the speciation–extinction equilibrium), we know that:

hλM ðhÞi ¼

J
J
1 XM
1 XM
ξ νK J M ð1−ν Þh

nhϕM ðn; hÞi ≈
κðhÞ M
J M n¼1
J M n¼1
hð1−ν Þ K ξM −ν

!n

ð26Þ

Now, we seek an explicit expression approximating ξ M for
the special case that κ(h)=1/hmax. In this case, Eq. (27) can be
rearranged to give:
!n J
!n
hmax X
JM
XM J M ð1−ν Þhmax
ð1−ν Þ X
J M ð1−ν Þh
 ≈

≈
hmax
ν
K ξM −ν
K ξM −ν
n¼1
h¼1 n¼1


chmax 1−ðchmax Þ J M
chmax
¼
≈
1−chmax
1−chmax

ð28Þ
Equation (26), in combination with Eq. (2) from the main
text, allows us to write the following approximate expression
involving ξ M :
K
hmax X
JM
X
hλM ðhÞih X
≈
ξM ¼ J M
K
h¼1
h¼1 n¼1

(

ξ ν
κ ð hÞ M
1−ν

J M ð1−ν Þh

K ξM −ν

!n )

ð27Þ

Þ
and we have dropped the summation over
where c ¼ KJ Mξð1−ν
ð M −ν Þ
h since 〈λM (h)〉 ≈ 0 for h<hmax. Solving Eq. (28) for c and

then for ξ M gives:
ξM ≈

JM
JM
ðhmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν Þ þ ν ≈
ðhmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν Þ ð29Þ
K
K
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Fig. 10 SADs for the theoretical
neutral model (thick gray lines)
and the basic theoretical (thin
black line, open circles) and
simulated (thin black line, closed
circles) overlapping niche models
assuming a uniform distribution
of niche breadths at speciation.
Simulation results are presented
as averages over 50 trials.
Parameters are K=16, JM =10,
000, and νmax =0.005. Values of
hmax vary across panels:
a hmax =1, b hmax =6, c hmax =11,
d hmax =16

Note that this satisfies inequality (22). Equation (29) is
used in the main text to estimate ξ M when evaluating Eq. (6)
to produce Fig. 1 curves that assume speciation into a distribution of niche breadths.
Next, we seek an explicit expression approximating ξ M for

1 h ¼ hS
the special case that κðhÞ ¼
. In this case,
0 h ≠ hS
Eq. (27) can be rearranged to give:



 J
1−ν XM
≈
ν
n¼1

J M ð1−ν ÞhS

K ξM −ν

!n
¼



chS 1−ðchS Þ J M
1−chS

≈

chS
ð30Þ
1−chS

Þ
where, as before, c ¼ KJ Mξð1−ν
. Solving (30) for c and then for
ð M −ν Þ
ξ M gives:

ξM ≈

JM
JM
hS þ ν ≈
hS
K
K

ð31Þ

which again satisfies inequality (22). Equation (31) is used in
the main text to estimate ξ M when evaluating Eq. (6) to
produce Fig. 1 curves that assume speciation into a single
niche breadth.
Lastly, we show the equivalence of metacommunity
SADs predicted by the overlapping niche model with
speciation into a single niche breadth and metacommunity
SADs predicted by the non-overlapping niche model with
equivalent species carrying capacities. For the overlapping
niche model with speciation into a single niche breadth
h=hS, Eqs. (6) and (8) in the main text give the following
expression for the SAD
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hS J M
hS J M
*
Γ
Γ
þ1
þ θ −n
θ* K
K
K

 
 ð32Þ
hϕ M ð n Þ i ≈
hS J M
hS J M
nhS
Γ
−nþ1
þ θ*
Γ
K
K




1 h ¼ hS
to simplify the
0 h ≠ hS
sum in Eq. (8) and have substituted the approximation
ξ M ≈ JKM hS from Eq. (31). A similar expression for the SAD
in the non-overlapping model can be recovered from Eqs. (6)
and (8) by taking hmax =1, which gives
where we have used κðhÞ ¼

hϕM ðnÞi ≈

θ* K no
n


 

JM
JM
Γ
þ1
Γ
þ θ* −n
K
K
 no
  no

JM
JM
*
Γ
Γ
−n þ 1
þθ
K no
K no

ð33Þ

where we have used he fact that ξ M ≈ JKM for the case that
hmax =1 and have set K=Kno to denote habitat size in the nonoverlapping niche model. In order for species to have equivalent carrying capacities in the overlapping and nonoverlapping niche models, respectively, it is necessary to set
Kno =K/hS, where K and hS are the habitat size and niche
breadth in the overlapping niche model and Kno is the habitat
size in the non-overlapping niche model. Substituting this
relationship into Eq. (33) gives

 

J M hS
J M hS

þ
1
þ
θ
Γ
Γ
−n
θ* K
K
K

 
 ð34Þ
hϕM ðnÞi ≈
J M hS
J M hS
nhS
*
Γ
Γ
−n þ 1
þθ
K
K

which is identical to the expression in (32) for the overlapping
niche model. Thus, to the extent that approximations used to
derive Eq. (32) are correct, overlapping and non-overlapping
niche models with identical species carrying capacities give
identical SADs. This suggests that it is carrying capacity
restrictions, rather than the details of niche structure itself that
gives rise to deviations in the SAD as compared to purely
neutral theory predictions.
Local community SADs
We extended the metacommunity model, described in the
main text, to include a coupled local community of size J≪
JM. This is in keeping with the local versus metacommunity
paradigm of the spatially implicit neutral model (Hubbell
2001). The local community is semi-isolated from the
metacommunity, and the metacommunity is assumed to be

static on the timescale of the local community. To include
overlapping niches, we consider one of two possible limiting
scenarios: (1) the local community consists of a single habitat
(while the metacommunity continues to be composed of K
equally represented habitats) and (2) the local community, like
the metacommunity, consists of K equally represented
habitats.
The dynamics in the local community operate as
follows. At each timestep a randomly selected individual is killed. With probability 1 −m, the parent of a
replacement individual is drawn at random from the
remaining individuals in the local community who can
potentially survive in the habitat corresponding to the location vacated by the killed individual. With probability m, the
replacement individual is drawn at random from those individuals in the metacommunity who can potentially survive in
the vacated habitat.
A local community with a single habitat, KL =1 In the case
that the local community consists of a single habitat, the local
community birth and death rates for our overlapping niche
model are as follows:

bL ðn; h; k Þ ≈

J −n
J



mμk ð1−mÞn
þ
J −1
ξM


ð35Þ

 n  m ξ −μ  ð1−mÞð J −nÞ
M
k
þ
d L ðn; h; k Þ ≈
J
J −1
ξM

!
ð36Þ

where n is now used to denote the number of individuals of species k in the local community, while μk
represents the number of individuals of species k in
the metacommunity. In addition, J is the total number
of individuals in the local community and m is a parameter that determines the relative rate of immigration
from the metacommunity (Chisholm and Lichstein
2009). Equations (35) and (36) are expressed as asymptotics because they assume the metacommunity is large
and static relative to the local community so that ξ M
and μk are constant.
To derive an expression for the local community SAD
under this model, we begin from Eq. (7), which is the large
JM limit for the metacommunity SAD. Substituting x ¼ n=ξ M
and assuming that ξ M ≫ν, we find

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ κðhÞ

νK
xhð1−ν Þ



J M ð1−ν Þh
KξM

ξ M x

ð37Þ
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For large ξ M , x can be approximated as continuous.
Accordingly, from Eq. (37), we write
ρM ;h ðxÞdx ≡ hϕM ðn; hÞidn ≈ κðhÞ

νK
xhð1−ν Þ



J M ð1−ν Þh
KξM

xξM

ξM dx

ð38Þ
Following Volkov et al. (2007), the local community SAD
is then given by

Z 1
X hmax  h
ρM ;h ðxÞ dx
Pn ð J ; m; xÞ
ð39Þ
hϕðnÞi ¼
h¼1 K
0
where Pn(J,m,x) is the probability that a species with relative
abundance x in the metacommunity is represented by n individuals in a local community of size J, assuming that the
migration rate is m. The additional factor of h/K in the

hϕðnÞi ≈

 
ξ̄ M ν
Γðγ Þ
J
hmax ð1−ν Þ n Γðγ þ J Þ
Z 1
Γðn þ γxÞ Γð J −n þ γ−γxÞ 1

ΓðγxÞ
Γðγ−γxÞ
x
0

J M ð1−ν Þ
Kξ̄ M

Equation (41) gives the expression for the SAD of a local
community with a single habitat. Figure 11 (a,b) shows plots
of local community SADs based on Eq. (41).
A local community with K equal-sized habitats, KL =K We
now consider the case that the local community contains all K
habitats found in the metacommunity. While the processes
governing birth and death rates are the same as in the previous
example, birth and death rates themselves must be slightly
modified as a result of the niche structure present at the local
scale. Specifically:

bL ðn; h; k Þ ≈

hJ =K−n
hJ =K

!
 
h
mμk ð1−mÞn

þ
K
ξM
ξL −1

ð42Þ

!
 



ð1−mÞ ξL −n
h
n
μk

d L ðn; h; k Þ ≈
m 1−
þ
K
hJ =K
ξM
ξL −1
ð43Þ
where ξ L is the local community equivalent to ξ M , implying
that we have, again, assumed that stochastic fluctuations in ξL
are negligible for the systems that we model. An approximate
expression for ξ L is derived in Appendix 3. Simulations suggest

summation term in Eq. (39) comes from the fact that a species
with niche breadth h has an h/K chance of being adapted to the
habitat comprising to the local community in question. An
expression for Pn(J,m,x) can be derived from Eqs. (35) and
(36), following a standard method (Volkov et al. 2003; Volkov
et al. 2007; Alonso and McKane 2004), yielding:
Pn ð J ; m; xÞ ¼

 
J Γðn þ γxÞ Γð J −n þ γ−γxÞ Γðγ Þ
n
ΓðγxÞ
Γðγ−γxÞ
Γð γ þ J Þ
ð40Þ

J −1Þ
where γ ¼ mðð1−m
is a rescaled immigration parameter.
Þ
Substituting Eqs. (40) and (38) into Eq. (39) and looking at
the special case where κ(h)=1/hmax gives

!xξM

Xh

ð41Þ
max

h¼1

h

xξM

dx

that this approximation is valid, at least for communities of
similar size to the local communities that we consider here.
The derivation for the local community SAD with multiple
habitats is similar to the derivation for the local community
SAD with a single habitat. In place of Eq. (39), however, we
write

Z
hϕðnÞi ¼

1

X hmax

0

h¼1

Pn;h ð J ; m; xÞρM ;h ðxÞdx

ð44Þ

Notice that the probability of a species with relative
abundance x in the metacommunity being represented
by n individuals in a local community of size J now
depends on the niche breadth of the species. This is a
direct result of the niche structure at the local scale. In
addition, because the birth and death rates in Eqs. (42)
and (43) already contain the h/K factor ensuring that an
individual, selected at random from the metacommunity,
is adapted to fill the available site for which it is selected,
there is no additional factor of h/K in Eq. (44). From
Eqs. (42) and (43), we can again derive an expression for
Pn,h(J,m,x):

Pn;h ð J ; m; xÞ ¼

hJ =K
n





Γðγx þ nÞΓ ξL −n þ γ−γx Γ γ þ ξL −hJ =K


ΓðγxÞΓ ξL þ γ Γ γ−γx þ ξL −hJ =K

ð45Þ
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Substituting Eqs. (45) and (38) into Eq. (44) gives

Z
ξM νK

hϕðnÞi ≈
hmax ð1−ν Þ

1
0

1 X hmax
h¼1
x

(

hJ =K
n




 
 )
Γðγx þ nÞΓ ξL −n þ γ−γx Γ γ þ ξL −hJ =K 1 J M ð1−ν Þh xξM


dx
h
ΓðγxÞΓ ξL þ γ Γ γ−γx þ ξL −hJ =K
KξM

Equation (46) gives the expression for the SAD of a local
community with K equal-sized habitats. Figure 11 (c,d) shows
plots of local community SADs based on Eq. (46).
Appendix 3: Basic model niche breadth distribution functions
Metacommunity
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by individuals The
goal is to derive an analytical expression for the proportion of
individuals with a given niche breadth in the metacommunity
at the speciation–extinction steady state (the equilibrium).
Beginning from Eq. (26), we have
hλM ðhÞi ¼

¼

J
J
1 XM
1 XM
ξ νK J M ð1−ν Þh

nhϕM ðn; hÞi≈
κðhÞ M
J M n¼1
J M n¼1
hð1−ν Þ K ξM −ν

1
ξ νK ðchÞ J M þ1 −ch
κ ð hÞ M
JM
hð1−ν Þ
ch−1

Þ
is as defined in Eq. (28). As noted earlier,
where c ¼ KJ Mξð1−ν
ð M −νÞ
ch<1 for all h. For h < hmax and for the special case κ(h)=1/

hλM ðhÞi ≈

1
ξ νK ch
¼
κ ð hÞ M
JM
hð1−ν Þ 1−ch

ð1−ν Þ þ

hX
max −1

h λ M ð hÞ i

Fundamental niche breadth distribution by species In this
case, the goal is to derive an analytical expression for the
proportion of species with a given niche breadth, 〈ςM(h)〉, in
the metacommunity at the speciation–extinction–immigration
steady state (the equilibrium). Using the approximation for the
SAD given by Eq. (7), we write

hς M ðhÞi ¼

1

hX
J M =K

S M ;tot

n¼1

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈

1

hX
J M =K

S M ;tot

n¼1

ξM νK
J M ð1−ν Þh

hmax nhð1−ν Þ K ξM −ν

!n

ð51Þ

where we have again assumed that κ(h)=1/hmax, and where
S M,tot is the expected total number of species in the
Þ
, in the
metacommunity at equilibrium. Using c ¼ KJ Mξð1−ν
ð M −νÞ
limit as hJM/K→∞, we can approximate Eq. (51) as:

hς M ðh Þi ≈

hX
J M =K
ξM νK
ðchÞn
ξM νK
≈−
lnð1−chÞ
S M ;tot hmax hð1−ν Þ n¼1
S M;tot hmax hð1−ν Þ
n

ð52Þ

ν

hmax
ð48Þ
1−ν
1þ
ðhmax −hÞ
ν

where the second equality follows from Eq. (29). Numerical
investigations show that for h=hmax, Eq. (48) is a poor approximation to Eq. (47) because chmax is closer to one. To get
a better approximation for 〈λ(hmax)〉, we use:
hλM ðhmax Þi ¼ 1−

Equations (48) and (50) give Eq. (9) in the main text.

!n

ð47Þ

hmax, Eq. (47) can be rewritten as

ð46Þ

ð49Þ

h¼1

The summation can be evaluated (with no further approximations) using digamma functions ψ0(x) to give:


  
 ν 
ν
ν 
−ψ0 −
ν ψ0 1−hmax −
hλM ðhmax Þi ≈ 1− 1 þ
hmax ð1−ν Þ
1−ν
1−ν

ð50Þ

Applying the normalization condition to Eq. (52) gives an
asymptotic expression for SM,tot:

S M ;tot ≈ −

hmax
ξM νK X
lnð1 − chÞ
hmax ð1−ν Þ h¼1
h

ð53Þ

Combining Eqs. (52) and (53) leads to Eq. (10) in the main
text.
Realized niche breadth distribution by species We begin by
D  E
defining bς M b
h; h
to be the fraction of the total species
with fundamental niche breadth h and realized niche breadth
b
h . From this definition and Eqs. (7) and (11), we write
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D  E
ςbM bh; h ¼

1

JM
X

S M ;tot

n¼1



h; h; n
hϕM ðn; hÞi q b

  b !n
 X
JM
bh X
h−l
1
ξM νK
h
n
l b
ðchÞ ð−1Þ h
≈
h l¼0
S M ;tot hhmax ð1−ν Þ b
h
n
l
n¼1

  n
 X
 
bh X
JM c b
h−l
ξM νK
h
l b
h
ð
−1
Þ
¼
h
S M ;tot hhmax ð1−ν Þ b
n
l
l¼0 n¼1

ð54Þ
Þ
where, again, c ¼ KJ Mξð1−ν
. Because b
h−l ≤ h , we know that
ð M −ν Þ
 
c b
h−l ≤ ch < 1 ; thus in the limit of large JM, Eq. (54) can

be approximated
D  E
bς M b
h; h
≈−

 
 X
bh 
 
ξM νK
h
l b
h
b
ln
1−c
h−l
ð
−1
Þ
h l¼0
S M ;tot hhmax ð1−ν Þ b
l

ð55Þ

determining niche breadth distributions used for the
metacommunity is too difficult, so we adopt a different strategy. At equilibrium, we must have:
hλL ðhÞi ¼ mPI ðhÞ þ ð1−mÞPB ðhÞ

where PI(h) is the probability that an immigrant has niche
breadth h, and PB(h) is the probability that a newly born
individual has niche breadth h. To obtain PI(h), note that the
probability that the first propagule arriving at a site is suited to
the site and has niche breadth h is 〈λM(h)〉h/K. The probability
that the second propagule to arrive at the site is suited to the
site and has niche breadth h, given that
 the first propagule was
not suited to the site is 1−ξM =J M hλM ðhÞih=K , and so on.
Thus, the overall probability that the immigrant has niche
breadth h is:
PI ðhÞ ≈ hλM ðhÞi

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (53) into Eq. (55) and simplifying
gives

0
1
 
 X
hmax −b
h þ l ð1 − ν Þ þ ν
bh
h
h
@
Að−1Þl b
ln
b
l¼0
h
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
l
D  E


bς M b
h; h
≈
ðhmax −l Þð1−ν Þ þ ν
Xhmax ln
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
h l¼1
l

ð56Þ

The realized niche breadth distribution across the entire
metacommunity is then given by
D  E
bς M b
h ≈X

1


1
ðhmax −hÞð1−ν Þ þ ν
ln
h¼1 h
hmax ð1−ν Þ þν

0
1
 
b
b
hmax  X
X
b
1 h h @ hmax −h þ l ð1−ν Þ þ ν A

ln
ð−1Þl h
h
ð
1−ν
Þ
þ
ν
h b
h
l
max
l¼0
b
h¼h

0
1
 
b
hmax −h þ h ð1−ν Þ þ ν
 Xbh
b


@
Að−1Þh h
þ
1
h
ln
max
h¼0
hmax −b
hþ1
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
h
b
h
¼
Xhmax 1  ðhmax −hÞð1−ν Þ þ ν 
b
hð1 þ hmax Þ
ln
h¼1 h
hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν
hmax

ð57Þ

ð58Þ



h
ξ
h
þ 1− M hλM ðhÞi
K
K
JM

¼ h λ M ð hÞ i


2
ξ
h
þ 1− M hλM ðhÞi þ …
K
JM

h
1
hλM ðhÞih
≈
K ξM =J M hmax ð1−ν Þ þ ν

ð59Þ

where the asymptotic approximation comes in because we
have used expression (29), which is valid for large JM. From
Eq. (9) in the main text, we then know that
8
>
>
<

1
h
ð1−ν Þ
hmax
ðhmax −hÞ
PI ðhÞ ≈ 1 þ
ν
>
X
>
hmax −1
:
1− k¼1 PI ðk Þ

h < hmax

ð60Þ
h ¼ hmax

To obtain PB(h), we must first distinguish between our two
different local community scenarios. In the case that the local
community is comprised of a single habitat, all propagules
from within the community will be adapted to living at all sites
within the community, thus PB(h)=〈λL(h)〉. Substitution into
Eq. (58) then gives 〈λL(h)〉=PI(h), and we can refer to Eq. (59)
for the result.
In the scenario with K habitats per local community, the
probability of a newly born individual being of niche breadth
h is, by a similar argument used in the derivation of (59):
PB ðhÞ ¼ hλL ðhÞi

Local community

h 1
K ξ L =J

ð61Þ

Again, substituting into Eq. (58) gives
Here, we derive fundamental niche breadth distributions for
individuals in a local community of J individuals with immigration parameter m, as described in Appendix 2. We investigate both scenarios described in Appendix 2, namely that in
which the local community is comprised of a single habitat
and that in which the local community is comprised of K
equal-sized habitats. In this case, the direct approach for

hλL ðhÞi ¼

8
>
>
>
<



mh
Jh 1
1−ð1−mÞ
K ξL

hmax
>
>
X
>
:1− hmax −1 hλ ðk Þi
L
k¼1

1


ð1−ν Þ
1þ
ðhmax −hÞ
ν

h < hmax
h ¼ hmax

ð62Þ
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max
where we have made use of the relationship ∑hk¼1
hλL ðk Þi ¼ 1
for the case that h=hmax.
To simplify this further, we assume that ξL ≈ J hmax =K ,
which would be exactly true if all of the individuals in the
local community had maximum niche breadth but in practice
is only approximately true because, although such species
dominate the community, species with h<hmax do also occur.
Numerically, this approximation works well when calculating
〈λL(h)〉 for h<hmax, but for h=hmax, it gives (unsurprisingly)
〈λL(hmax)〉=1, so we obtain 〈λL(hmax)〉 from the normalization
condition. Therefore, the general approximate formula for
〈λL(h)〉 is:

8
h
>
>



>
<
1−m
1−ν
ðhmax −hÞ 1 þ
ðhmax −hÞ
hmax þ
hλL ðhÞi≈
m
ν
>
>
> Xhmax −1
:
1− k¼1 hλL ðk Þi

h < hmax
h ¼ hmax

ð63Þ
From Eq. (63), we can calculate a more accurate approxih
J ∑ max k hλL ðk Þi
mation ξ L ¼ k¼1K
, which can be used to evaluate the
local SAD given by Eq. (44).
Appendix 4: Numerical simulations of metacommunity niche
breadth distributions
We ran numerical simulations to test the accuracy of the
approximate metacommunity niche breadth distributions derived in the main text. Specifically, we tested the fundamental
niche breadth distribution by individual 〈λM(h)〉 (Eq. (9)), the
fundamental niche breadth distribution by species 〈ςM(h)〉
(Eq. (10)), and the realized niche breadth distribution by
D  E
species bς M b
h
(Eq. (12)) for the basic (i.e., no trade-off)
overlapping niche model with a uniform distribution of niche
breadths at speciation. The model parameters used were the
same as those used in Appendix 1 to test the SAD approximations. Each simulation was repeated 50 times and results were
averaged over simulations. The results show that the approximations are generally very good (Figs. 12 and 13).
Appendix 5: Metacommunity time-dependent solutions
The probability that a species has a realized niche breadth
b
hðt Þ ¼ bi at time t, given that it has fundamental niche breadth
h=i, can be expressed as follows:
M h=K

 JX


hðt Þ ¼ bi j h ¼ i ¼
PM b
PM ðnðt Þ ¼ k ÞP b
hðt Þ ¼ bijn ¼ k; h ¼ i

k¼1

ð64Þ
where n is the species’ abundance. The first factor in Eq. (64),
PM(n(t)=k), is the probability that the species has abundance k

in the metacommunity at time t and is given by the kth element
of the following vector:
pM ;t ¼ VM ΛtM V−1
M e1

ð65Þ

where V M is a matrix with right eigenvectors of the
metacommunity transition matrix, AM, in columns, ΛM is a
matrix of eigenvalues of AM (with eigenvalues non-increasing
down the diagonal), and e1 ={0,1,0,0…0} is a unit vector
representing the initial state at speciation (in which the species
has only one individual, with probability one). The second
factor inside the summation in Eq. (64) is the probability that a
species has realized niche breadth bi given that it has abundance k and fundamental niche breadth i and is given by
Eq. (11) in the main
 text. Writing qbi;i as the vector with kth
element q bi; i; k , Eq. (64) becomes:



PM b
hðt Þ ¼ bijh ¼ i ¼ VM ΛtM V−1
M e1 ⋅qb
i;i

ð66Þ

Equation (66) describes the probability that a species has
b
h ¼ bi at time t. For larger times, however, this will be a very
small number, not because the species is likely to have a
different realized niche breadth but because there is a high
probability that n(t)=0 meaning that the species has gone extinct
(it is straightforward to show that Eq. (66) tends to e0 as t→∞).
More interesting than Eq. (66) itself, then, is the probability that
a species has realized niche bi given that the species has not yet
gone extinct. From Eq. (66), this quantity is given by:



 PM b
hðt Þ ¼ bijh ¼ i
PM b
hðt Þ ¼ bij nðt Þ > 0; h ¼ i ¼
1−PM ðnðt Þ ¼ 0Þ

t
−1
VM ΛM VM e1 ⋅qbi;i

ð67Þ
¼
1− VM ΛtM V−1
M e1 ⋅e0
Comparing of predictions from Eq. (67) with simulation
results (Appendix 7, Fig. 14) suggests that Eq. (67) is accurate,
except in the limit of extremely low diversity.
We now turn to the special case that a species has maximum
fundamental niche breadth h=hmax, which is of primary ecological interest because, as shown earlier, species with h=hmax
tend to dominate the community. In this case, it is possible to
evaluate Eqs. (66) and (67) by approximating the population
dynamics with a neutral model and using analytical expressions
for VM, ΛM, and V−M1 (based on results in Chisholm 2011). The
justification for this is that species with h=hmax behave neutrally with respect to one another and that the influence of species
with h<hmax is small because they are rare.
This neutral approximation approach is particularly useful
for simplifying the realized niche breadth distribution
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Fig. 11 Local community SADs
assuming that the
metacommunity has either K=4
habitats (a, c) or K=16 habitats
(b, d) and that the local
community has either a single
habitat, KL =1 (a, b) or else the
same number of habitats as are
present in the metacommunity,
KL =4 (c) or KL =16 (d). In all
panels, we assume vmax =0.0005,
JM =1,000,000, J=21,000, and m
=0.075. In panels with K=4 (a,
c), we assume maximum niche
breadths of hmax =1 (dotted), 2
(short dashes), 3 (long dashes), or
4 (solid). In panels with K=16 (b,
d), we assume maximum niche
breadths of hmax =1 (dotted), 6
(short dashes), 11 (long dashes),
or 16 (solid)

conditional on a species’ persistence (Eq. (67)). In the asymptotic limit as t becomes large, we obtain an expression that
involves only the first and second eigenvalues λ0 and λ1 and
eigenvectors vM,0 and vM,1:



 Pt b
h ¼ bijh ¼ hmax
PM b
hðt Þ ¼ bijnðt Þ > 0; h ¼ hmax ¼
1−Pt ðn ¼ 0Þ

α0 vM ;0 λt0 þ α1 vM ;1 λt1 ⋅qbi;i
ð68Þ
e 1− α v λt þ α v λt ⋅e
0 M ;0 0
1 M ;1 1
0

where α0 =1, α1 is determined by the initial conditions, λ0 =1,
λ1 =1−ν/J , vM,0 =e0, and the first element of vM,1 is vM,1,0 =1
and the other elements of vM,1 are (k≥1):

vM ;1;k ¼ −θ

ðθ þ J M Þ−k
ð J M Þ1−k

Simplifying and taking the asymptotic limit of large JM and
large t gives:



α0 vM ;0 λt0 þ α1 vM ;1 λt1 ⋅q b
e0
i; i

¼
−
−
v
M;1 ⋅q b e −vM;1 ⋅q b
i; i
i; hmax
α1 λt1
1− α0 vM ;0 λt0 þ α1 vM ;1 λt1 ⋅e0
 


b
JM
X
Γðθ þ J M −k Þ S k; i
h
b! Γð J M Þ
¼ θ max
i
ib
Γðθ þ J M Þ k¼0 Γð J M þ 1−k Þ hmax k


ib
ν
hmax b ð−1Þ

e
!
i
bi
max
1−ν
1− h1−ν
ib
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Fig. 12 Fundamental niche
breadth distribution by individual
〈λM(h)〉 (green), fundamental
niche breadth distribution by
species 〈ςM(h)〉 (blue), and
realized niche
D breadth
 E distribution
h
(red) for
by species bς M b
the basic (i.e., no trade-off)
overlapping niche model with a
uniform distribution of niche
breadths at speciation. Parameters
are K=4, JM =10,000, hmax =2
(top panels), 3 (middle panels), or
4 (bottom panels), and νmax =
0.0005 (left panels) or 0.005
(right panels). Solid lines show
analytical predictions, and dashed
lines show means of 50
simulations. In most cases, the
analytical and simulated results
are nearly indistinguishable

So:

Appendix 6: Trade-off model


 ν h 
ð−1Þbi
max b

i!
PM b
hðt Þ ¼ bijnðt Þ > 0; h ¼ hmax e
max
1−ν
bi
1− h1−ν
bi

Metacommunity SADs

This expression closely approximates the probability
distribution of realized niche breadths of an h = hmax
species that has persisted in the community for a long
time. We also have:
(
)


bi
ν
hmax b ð−1Þ
 ¼1
lim
i!
max
ib
ν→0 1−ν
1− h1−ν
bi



meaning that when the speciation rate is sufficiently low,
every species will tend eventually to realize its full potential
niche, if it has not already gone extinct.

Rearranging Eqs. (13) and (14) in the main text gives:

bF ðn; hÞ ¼




hJM
hJM
−n
−n
ð1−ν Þ f ðhÞn
f ðhÞnð1−ν Þ
K
K
¼
ζF −g ðh; nÞ
JM
JM
ðζ F −g ðh; nÞÞ

ð69Þ
n
d F ðn; hÞ ¼
JM
¼



ζ −f ðhÞn
þν
ð1−ν Þ F
ζ F −f ðhÞ




nð1−ν Þ
ζ F þ θ f ðhÞ−nf ðhÞ
J M ð ζ F − f ð hÞ Þ

ð70Þ
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Fig. 13 Fundamental niche
breadth distribution by individual
〈λM(h)〉 (green), fundamental
niche breadth distribution by
species 〈ςM(h)〉 (blue), and
realized niche
D breadth
 E distribution
h
(red) for
by species bς M b
the basic (i.e., no trade-off)
overlapping niche model with a
uniform distribution of niche
breadths at speciation. Parameters
are K=16, JM =10,000, hmax =6
(top panels), 11 (middle panels),
or 16 (bottom panels), and νmax =
0.0005 (left panels) or 0.005
(right panels). Solid lines show
analytical predictions, and dashed
lines show means of 50
simulations. In most cases, the
analytical and simulated results
are nearly indistinguishable
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Fig. 14 Probability that a species’ realized niche breadth b
h is equal to its
fundamental niche breadth h over time, for a species with h=hmax =3 and
initial abundance n=1, in a community with K=3 habitats and a speciation rate ν=0.1. The left panel has JM =21 individuals while the right
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panel has JM =99 individuals. The pink curves show the theoretical
prediction from Eq. (67), and the blue points show the means of 10,000
simulations
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− f ðhÞÞ
where θ f ðhÞ ¼ νðζF1−ν
. The expression for the expected
number of species with abundance n and niche breadth h in
the metacommunity at equilibrium is (following Vallade and
Houchmandzadeh 2003):
n−1

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈ ∏

bF ði; hÞ
dF ði þ 1; hÞ

Following the derivation in Appendix 2, we rearrange
Eq. (75). This gives



 XK

K
f h* <
h* −ν h* −
hf ðhÞhλM ðhÞi≤ h* f h* ; h ≤ hmax
h¼1
JM

ð71Þ

ð76Þ

Substituting Eqs. (69) and (70) into Eq. (71) and simplifying gives:

where the second inequality comes from the fact that 〈λM(h)〉
is a probability distribution.
Because h*−K/JM >0 (in the limit of large JM, there will be
more than one individual in each habitat) and ν is very small,
the summation term in Eq. (76) is restricted to a narrow range
of values, meaning that the vast majority of non-rare species
must have hf(h) close to h*f(h*). The interpretation, then, is
that while trade-offs do allow species with differing niche
breadths to coexist, this occurs only when such trade-offs
almost exactly compensate for niche breadth effects, i.e., h∝
1/f(h). Thus, a species that can survive in half as many habitat
types as its competitor must have approximately twice the
propagule pressure to be represented at any significant abundance in the metacommunity.
Next, we derive an approximate expression for ζF .
Beginning from our definition for ζF from the main text, we
have

i¼0

J M θ f ðhÞκðhÞ
bF ði; hÞ

¼
ð
i
þ
1;
h
Þ
d
n
ζ
i¼0 F
F þ θ f ðhÞ−nf ðhÞ


hJM
− i f ðhÞðζF −f ðhÞÞ
n−1
K

∏
i¼1 ζF þ θ f ðhÞ−if ðhÞ ðζF −g ðh; iÞÞ
(72)
n−1

hϕM ðn; hÞi ¼ ∏

When JM →∞, the number of propagules from a single
individual will be much smaller than the number of propagules from all individuals, so ζF ≫f ðhÞ and ζF ≫g ðh; nÞ.
We can then use Eq. (72) to derive the following asymptotic approximation:


hJ M
−i
f ðhÞ
n−1
J M θ f ðhÞκðhÞ
K
∏ 
hϕM ðn; hÞie 

n ζ̄ F þ θ f ðhÞ−nf ðhÞ i¼1 ζ̄ þ θ ðhÞ−if ðhÞ
f
F
!


ζ̄ F þ θ f ðhÞ
hJM
þ1 Γ
Kθ f ðhÞκðhÞΓ
−n
K
f ðhÞ
¼
!


ζ̄ F þ θ f ðhÞ
hJM
−n þ 1 Γ
hnf ðhÞΓ
K
f ðhÞ
ð73Þ

ζF ¼

JM
X
J M Xhmax
1 Xhmax
hf
ð
h
Þ
λ
ð
h
Þ
¼
hf
ð
h
Þ
nhϕM ðn; hÞi
h
i
M
h¼1
h¼1
K
K
n¼1

ð77Þ
where the second equality follows from the definition
JM
nhϕM ðn; hÞi. Substituting Eq. (74) into
hλM ðhÞi ¼ J1M ∑n¼1
Eq. (77) and assuming θ f ðhÞ ≈

which is Eq. (15) in the main text.
Again in the limit that JM →∞, Eq. (73) reduces to
hϕM ðn; hÞie

Kθ f ðhÞκðhÞ
hJ M f ðhÞ

hnf ðhÞ
K ζF þ θ f ðhÞ

ζF ≈

!n


νζ F
ð1−ν Þ≡θ f

0
1n
JM
X
J
hf
ð
h
Þ
M
A
θ * κ ð hÞ @ 
h¼1 f
*
n¼1 K ζ F þ θ f

Xhmax

gives

ð78Þ

ð74Þ
In the limit that JM →∞ and keeping in mind that

In order for Eq. (74) to give a finite number of species, we
require that
h J M f ð hÞ
<1
K ζF þ θ f ðhÞ

ð75Þ

for all h≤hmax. Defining h* as the value of h that maximizes
hf(h), and thus the left-hand side of Eq. (75), we focus on the
condition that Eq. (75) is satisfied for h=h*. This guarantees
that Eq. (75) will be satisfied for all other values of h as well.

J M hf ðhÞ
K ðζF þθf Þ

ζF ≈

< 1 , Eq. (78) reduces to


Ch 1−ðChÞ J M
Xhmax
Ch
≈
θ * κ ð hÞ
θ*f κðhÞ
h¼1 f
h¼1
1−Ch
1−Ch
ð79Þ

Xhmax

ðhÞ
where C ¼ K J ζM fþθ
. Substituting in this expression for C and
ð F f Þ
simplifying gives
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ζF ≈

Xhmax

θ κðhÞ
h¼1 f

J M hf ðhÞ

K ζF þ θ*f − J M hf ðhÞ


ð80Þ

where we have substituted Eq. (82) for ζ F . Thus, as expected,
under the trade-off model, all niche breadths are equally
represented in the pool of individuals.
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by species

For a perfect trade-off with f(hmax)=1, the relationship
between niche breadth and fecundity can be expressed as
hf(h)=hmax. Substituting this relationship, along with κ(h)=
1/hmax (a uniform niche breadth distribution at speciation) and


νζ F
θ f ¼ ð1−ν
Þ into Eq. (80) gives

1≈

Xhmax

JMν
h¼1 Kζ −J h
M max ð1−ν Þ
F

ð81Þ

In this case, the goal is to derive an analytical expression for
the proportion of species with a given niche breadth, 〈ςM (h)〉,
in the metacommunity at the speciation–extinction steady
state (the equilibrium). Using the approximation for the
SAD given by Eq. (74), we write

h ς M ð hÞ i ¼

1

hX
J M =K

S M ;tot

n¼1

Simplifying gives
ζF ≈

J M hmax
K

Kθ*f

S M ;tot ðhmax Þ2
0
1n
hX
J M =K
1 @ J M hmax A



n K ζ̄ þ θ*
n¼1
F
f

ð86Þ

ð82Þ

which we use as our approximation for ζF when deriving niche
breadth distributions below. Note that Eq. (80) also implies
C≈1−ν, which will be important in the derivations below.
Fundamental niche breadth distribution by individuals
The goal is to derive an analytical expression for the proportion of individuals with a given niche breadth in the
metacommunity at the speciation–extinction steady state (the
equilibrium). Beginning from Eq. (74) and our definition for
〈λM(h)〉, we have
0

hλM ðhÞi ¼

hϕM ðn; hÞi ≈

1n

JM
JM
Kθ*f κðhÞ
1 X
1 X
@ hJ M f ðhÞ  A
nhϕM ðn; hÞi≈
J M n¼1
J M n¼1 hf ðhÞ
K ζ þ θ*
F

f

where we have again assumed that hf(h)=hmax and κ(h)=1/
hmax, and where SM,tot is the expected total number of species
in the metacommunity at equilibrium. In the limit as
hJM/K→∞ (there are a large number of individuals with
niche breadth h suited to each habitat), we can approximate (86) as:

h ς M ð hÞ i ≈

Kθ*f

hX
J M =K

S M ;tot ðhmax Þ2

n¼1

Kθ*f
ðC Þn
≈−
lnð1−C Þ
n
S M ;tot ðhmax Þ2
ð87Þ

max
. Recalling that 〈ςM(h)〉 must
where, as before, C ¼ K JζM hþθ
ð F f Þ
sum to one, Eq. (87) gives the following asymptotic expres-

sion for SM,tot:

ð83Þ
S M ;tot ≈ −

Simplifying (83) gives

hλM ðhÞi ¼

*
1 Kθ f κðhÞ C−C J M þ1
JM
hmax
1−C

where C ¼

h J M f ðhÞ

K ðζ F þθ f Þ

ð84Þ

. For the special case of a perfect trade-

off (hf(h)=hmax) and assuming a uniform niche breadth
distribution at speciation (κ(h)=1/hmax), we know that
C<1. This allows us to rewrite Eq. (84) as
hλM ðhÞi ≈

1
hmax

ð85Þ

Kθ*f
hmax

lnð1−C Þ

ð88Þ

Combining Eqs. (87) and (88) gives

h ς M ð hÞ i ≈

1
hmax

ð89Þ

Thus, under the trade-off model, all niche breadths are
represented equally in the species pool, just as we found that
they are represented equally in the individual pool in the
previous subsection.
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Realized niche breadth distribution by species
D  E
We begin by defining bς M b
h; h
to be the fraction of the
total species with fundamental niche breadth h and realized
niche breadth b
h . From this definition and Eqs. (74) and (11),
we write
D

 E
ςbM hb; h ¼

1

JM
X

S M ;tot

n¼1



hϕM ðn; hÞ iq hb; h; n

!n
!
 X
b JM
b
h h X
1
hb−l
n
l h
ðC Þ ð−1Þ
≈
h
S M ;tot ðhmax Þ2 hb l¼0 n¼1 n
l
  n
b
!
 X
b J M C hh−l
b
Kθ*f
h h X
l h
ð
−1
Þ
¼
n
S M ;tot ðhmax Þ2 hb l¼0 n¼1
l
Kθ*f

ð90Þ


where, again, q b
h; h; n is the probability that a species with
abundance n and fundamental niche breadth h will have
realized niche breadth b
h, and we have assumed a perfect
trade-off (hf(h)=hmax) and a uniform distribution of niche
max
.
breadths at speciation (κ(h)=1/hmax), giving C ¼ K JζM hþθ
ð F f Þ
 
b
bh−l
Because h−l
≤ C < 1 ; thus, in the
h ≤1 , we know that C
h
limit of large JM, Eq. (90) can be approximated
D  E
bς M b
h; h
≈−

!!
 
 X
bh
b
b
h−l
h
l h
ln
1−C
ð
−1
Þ
2 h
b
h
l
S M ;tot ðhmax Þ
l¼0
Kθf

From the previous subsection, we know that C≈1−ν.
Substituting in this and the approximation (88) for SM,tot and
then simplifying gives
!!
 
 X
bh
b
b
h−l
1
h
l h
ð−1Þ
ln 1−ð1−ν Þ
h
hmax lnðν Þ bh l¼0
l

ð92Þ

The realized niche breadth distribution across the entire
metacommunity is then given by
D  E
bς M b
h ≈

We ran numerical simulations to test the accuracy of the timedependent realized niche breadth distributions derived in
Appendix 5. Specifically, we looked at the probability that a
species has maximum niche breadth (i.e., its realized niche
breadth is equal to its fundamental niche breadth) given that it
has not gone extinct (Eq. (67)). We found that Eq. (67) is
accurate for a sufficiently diverse community, i.e., a community with large JMν, where JM is the metacommunity size and
ν is the speciation rate, but underestimates the probability of a
species achieving maximum niche breadth for smaller JMν.
This is because the theoretical model assumes that the individuals belonging to any given species are assigned to particular habitats independently of one another. This is very close
to true for relatively rare species, which is why the approximation works well in diverse communities. In the extreme
low-diversity case in which a single species dominates the
whole community, it is clear that the independence assumptions fail completely because the distribution of habitats
assigned to individuals of the species is constrained by the
distribution of habitats in the landscape.
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